
Magic Bizz Mini-Makeover!

Solve your business issue quickly, saving you £££ and making you £££ in
just ONE Magic Bizz Mini-Makeover

(Psssst...You can even take the call in the bath!)

Bring any business problem; whether that be branding, naming, packages, marketing,
systems, whatever your issue in this Magic Mini Bizz Makeover & Breakthrough
Session we can solve it and save you £££ and make you £££ at the same time.

I recently saved £9.5k on a project, which with some clever masterminding, led to a
breakthrough which meant we spent only  £600 on a total rebrand for my company
Dixiebird Records, saving over £9.5k. After 14 years in business, with my latest

businesses being founded during a global pandemic, I feel qualified and experienced



enough to now help other creative entrepreneurs to find the shortcut in their businesses
and save money while MAKING money - because that IS the point ;) (after saving the

world with our unique gifts, of course)

In these sessions I usually have epic intuitive downloads too about your business which
save my clients loads of time and lead them to major breakthroughs - like the one I

shared with you earlier.

So far clients of my Magic Bizz Mini-Makeover have:

★ Gone from extremely
confused to super clarified
with multiple clarification
points on their ideas!

★ Had a total makeover
branding idea, which added 4
products and services to
their company, creating an
EASY additional income
stream of £300+ a week.

★ Created an EASY sales and
marketing strategy for selling
their product, saving them
over £500 in hiring a team
member and saving £££££ on
implementing a new
marketing strategy! (This is
part of my KISS - Keep It
Simple Sexy) method!



Sounds GREAT! How do we do this?

1. Book a session by using the link below
2. Email me your three main burning topics and I will research them before

the call and come to the session with some ideas we can brainstorm.
3. We can zoom, facetime, or dial in (you can take the call in your office, on

your dog walk or even in the bath!) and we will brainstorm your problems*

You will leave feeling refreshed and ready to crack on and implement what we
have discussed in the next stage of your business.

*You will need to take notes or record the session, so you can power boost your bizz
afterwards, so if that call is going to be in the bath...then safety first….;)

💰 We will brainstorm your
problems

💰 💰Work on the main three
points

💰💰💰You will leave with a very
clear action plan!

💰💰💰💰 This ONE session will
save you hundreds of pounds,
save you TIME & MONEY and it
will MAKE you money!

In fact, if you DON’T leave with at least THREE ideas that will do the
above, I will give you your money back.



By the end of the call you will have:

✅ Feel crystal clear and mega confident about your business mission so
you are able to easily make money with it, and keep it that way!

✅Come up with a package to sell to your clients

✅ Have worked on some CORE burning issues that are holding your
business back to success and leave with a CLEAR plan of action which will
have a direct impact on the bottom line of your creative businesses profits!

✅ Have a LIGHTBULB moment which will help you scale your business
and maximise all your products and services.

This is for you if;

💝You are at any stage of your business and need a rapid fire, deep dive session in any
of the following areas; Branding, Marketing, Strategy, ideas, help and systems!

💝 You are currently juggling a day job with your creative business and ready to feel
some financial benefits from the business so you can tip the scales, and spend more
time on the things you WANT to.

💝 You are already trading and have your business set up and running and need some
outsider coaching to just tell you EXACTLY what it is you need to do next.

💝 You are right at the start of a new business and are ready to get your first set of
clients and need some quick wins to get you on the right track.

💝 You have been going round in circles for months, (maybe years) juggling millions of
ideas (this was me! I see you!) and yo-yoing between projects and you need some
quick fire, speedy gonzalez bizznezz action!



Investment £188
● Pay here -
● Send your email with your questions to kerri@kerrikreates and your

desired time for a call
● The call will last approx 60 mins and you will need to record the

session or take notes your end.


